
 

 
  

Stefano Proverbio 

Mr. Stefano Proverbio has been a member of the Board of Directors of SAES Getters 

S.p.A. since 29 April 2015. 

He graduated with a degree in Nuclear Engineering from the Polytechnic of Milan. 

2014 – to the present date: McKinsey Director Emeritus 

2013 - to the present date: Board Member of  Borusan, a Turkish conglomerate 

operating in steel, energy, automotive and logistics  

2014 - to the present date: Chicco Artsana - Senior Advisor  

2014 - to the present date: Oxy Capital and Attestor - Senior Advisor  

2008 – to the present date: Ambienta - Advisory Board 

1987 – 2013: McKinsey (Principal since 1992 and Director since 1998)  

 

During his career with McKinsey, Mr. Proverbio has served clients in the industrial, 

telecom and energy sectors both in Italy and abroad (France, Turkey, Greece and 

Germany). In this context he has developed important skills in Strategy, Operations 

and Regulatory Affairs. 

 

In particular, in the TMT (Telecom and Media and Technology) sector his most 

relevant experiences include: the operational turnaround of the Italian subsidiary 

(semiconductors) of a major German Group;  the development of a strategic 

alliance between two leading producers of telecommunication equipment and the 

management of the cost reduction program for the resulting entity; the growth 

strategy for a major French-Italian semiconductor producer; the global product 

strategy for a leading French consumer electronics company; the support provided 

to a leading Italian Group in the development and execution of a strategy aimed at 

divesting the core electronics business and entering the telecom arena after the 

liberalisation of the market - an effort that led to the creation of the new leading 

market entrants in fixed and mobile telephony; the support from the start-up of 

operations to the sale of the leading attacker in fixed telephony; the continuous 

strategy and execution support provided to the Italian telecommunications 

incumbent in Italy and South America; the support given to a PE in the acquisition 

of the cable division of a major Italian Group, and; the valuation of new technology 

to develop fibre networks.   
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In the Industrial sector his most relevant experiences include: the development of 

a strategy aimed at exiting steel and entering energy for an highly indebted Italian 

private Group; the long term support provided to a major international group on 

strategy, organisation, growth and cost reduction initiatives; the development of 

the growth strategy for a large Turkish conglomerate which led to the doubling of 

its turnover in four years; the development of a growth strategy aimed at shifting 

the focus from commodity to premium segments for a large Italian tyre producer; 

several growth studies for producers of automotive/machinery components; the 

growth strategy (development and execution) for the Italian leading company in 

packaging, and; the turnaround strategy for a leading Italian steel producer. 

 

In the Energy sector, Stefano Proverbio has served attackers and the Italian 

branches of foreign  utilities, and his key experiences include: the growth strategy 

for a new entrant based on a new regulatory conditions in Italy; the turnaround 

and growth strategy in gas and electrical energy production for the Italian 

subsidiary of a French company; the development of the strategic plan and 

several cost reduction initiatives for a large municipal undertaking; several cost 

reduction studies for Italian and Turkish utilities, and the turnaround plan for a 

large Greek utility. 

 

Mr. Proverbio has also led the McKinsey Supply Chain Practice from 1995 to 2000 

and 

the Growth Practice from 2000 to 2012. From 2008 to 2012 he was also a 

member of the European Group advising the Managing Director of McKinsey and 

from 2000 to 2013 he was a member of the Partner evaluation and election 

committee. 

 

1982-1987 Accenture (at that time Arthur Anderson Consulting), Development of 

IT systems. Since 1985 Manager in charge of the Logistics service line.  

1981-1982 Gruppo Zanussi (Zelton e Ducati). Industrial automation. At the same 

time research on the reliability of Z80 (one of the first microprocessors) with SGS 

Ates and the Polytechnic of Milan. 
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